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NEWSLETTER
JIM GILLESPIE, PRESIDENT

WINTER

1990

SAMUEL FUSTUKJIAN, LIBRARY DIRECTOR

Prospects for the Campus
In this issue we are pleased to present the comments of
two distinguished contributors. Their remarks will be of
interest to each of us.
Dean Karen Spear of the St. Petersburg campus has her
Ph.D. from the American University of Washington D.C.
She is well known for her contributions on writing skills in
education and the Liberal Arts, not only in books and
articles but also for her participation as a National consultant on the subject.
Eugene Patterson, Editor Emeritus and CEO of the St.
Petersbu1·g Times is one of St. Petersburg's most widely
known and respected ctiizens. The excellent and nationally
recognized quality of Florida newspapers and particularly
the St. Petersburg Times has been enhanced by his efforts
and his constant striving for excellence.
EUGENE PA'ITERSON

KAREN SPEAR

Editor Emeritus, St. Petersburg Times

Interim Dean

The fates connect a university library to the unclositered
world beyond the campus with happy fasteners. Take the
story of J.B. Fuqua.
As a Georgia boy who came up poor, he went to work
when others went to college. But he determined to educate
himself. He came across news of the great Perkins library
taking form at Duke University. So he wrote a letter to the
people at that North Carolina institution and asked if they
would select and lend him some books in areas of interest
which he described.
Back came a box of books. He absorbed them, sent them
back, and asked for more. Through the years, as he built
Fuqua Industries into a conglomerate listed on the New
York Stock Exchange, he remembered the university that
had bothered to assist him in pursuit of his informal
education.
Atthis point he has made gifts in the neighborhood of $20
million to Duke University which in turn has inscribed his
name on its highly ranked Fuqua School of Business.
So all Sam Fustukjian must do, fortified by his Washington experience, is identify some poor but honest Horatio
Alger who wants to borrow some books and who, preferably,
will send them back, followed by a check.
The USF St. Petersburg campus needs a new and
enlarged Poynter Library right now, however, so the
society committed to its advancement can't really wait for
Sam's callow youth to grow up, make good and shell out.
The immediate need is more prosaic: to impress the

Even though the calendar says it's a new year, the
campus is already half way through its academic year- a
year that has been busy, exciting, and full of promise. The
lecture series on "The Cycle of the City" has turned into a
highly visible and worthwhile program for student and
community members alike. Its success has been aided in
large measure by the extraordinary efforts of Professors
David Carr, Darryl Paulson, and Ray Arsenault, as well as
a gene1·ous grant from the Florida Endowment for
Humanities. As we catch our collective breath between
Monday lectures, the campus will begin interviewing
candidates for 5 faculty positions. Four ofthese new faculty
will renew and strengthen programs in education and
sociology; the fifth, a professor of mass communication, will
join Professor Mike Killen berg in launching a new graduate
program in journalism. On February 6, with the able help
of Jim Gillespie and the SAPL program committee, the
campus celebrated the Poynter Library's acquisition of the
Briggs collection with a cocktail and dessert buffet. The
renowned undersea photographer, John Randall, presented
a slide lecture. These and other events mark a level of
energy and a range of activities that characterize a vital
and healthy campus.
Workingwithalongrangefacultyplanningcommittee.I
hope to initiate a number of other activities that will
provide both depth and breadth to campus and community
life. I joined the St. Petersburg faculty because I believed
the small size of the campus offers the collegiality, the
(continued on page 11)

FROM OUR
PRESIDENT

I believe that Cicero once wrote
that a "room without books is a body
without a soul." Poynter Library
continues to increase its acquisitions
and augment collections thereby
reducing the available tight space
situation. However, as you all know
the Library's academic and literary
"soul" remains unabated and lively.
SAPL and the community continue
their efforts to enhance the environment for this "soul" by working with
a variety of interested parties to
achieve a new and larger library.
With time and patience this goal
will be realized.
There are some positive matters
that should be shared with you. On
October 26, 1989 Marion Ballard
and I joined student government
leaders at USF St. Petersburg to
tour the Library with members of
the Pinellas County legislative Delegation and several aides. Informative presentations were made by
Kathy Arsenault and Jerry Notaro,
and student leaders and Marion and
I were able to make some useful
points. The legislators listened and
responded to the well planned program and lunch hosted by the student government.
On another front the USF St.
Petersburg Campus Advisory Board
under the leadership of Bob Haiman
has firmly established a new library
as its second priority for the campus.
A new marine science facility is the
first priority for sound and logical
reasons.
Further evidence of community
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FROM OUR
JIM GILLESPIE

support for a new library is found
in the November 1989 Sun Spots, a
publication of the Chamber of Commerce, which states, "Planning
money was put into the 1992-93
Board of Regents priority list for an
$11.5 million construction of a new
library on the USF Bayboro Campus." On December 8, 1989 a site
visit was made to the campus by the
Department of Education and Board
of Regents which entailed a review
of plans and projects.
There is momentum and support
in many quarters for a new Library.
SAPL must play a major role in
nurturing and pushing such movement to ensure that a library materializes appropriate for the growing
collection, proper accessibility and
the anticipated general level of
activity.
At the November 1989 SAPL
board meeting we took action which
addresses the needs of the Library.
Your board approved the purchase
of a word processing computer setup
that will assist library faculty to
perform important functions, a glassdoor bookcase for rare books and
an index table for marine science
indexes. While there is irony in the
fact these items will occupy precious
space, the real point is that SAPL
has again elevated the quality of
the Library. These items will be in
place when you read the newsletter.
Although all our efforts have not
yet produced the first dollar for the
new library, the board of SAPL
continues to press its case and enjoys
good allies. I ask you to make your
reasoned arguments heard in
Tampa, by the Board of Regents
and by our legislators. Finally, I
want to express my gratitude to the
board of SAPL and to the library
staff who have made outstanding
efforts to advance the interests of
the Library and campus. The merit
of our common endeavor to benefit
the Library is clear as is the fact it
will enrich the campus and the
community. The fact we are working to improve a community asset
must never be forgotten because
what we put into it we will certainly
get out.

MEMBERS
For those people findi ng little
direct use of a library it may be
d ifficult to under
tand why these
institutions seem
to clamor continually for enlargement. Perhaps a
look at a few
world class institutions will give
.lamps K. McCor kle US pause. The
F:tlitor
Economist in a
recent issue had excellent coverage
on this problem. For example, the
new British Library's strategic plan
for the 1990s is not to build up a
comprehensive collection but to provide "comprehensive access to knowledge" with a fast delivery of information, no small task with 18 million
books and 130 million miscellaneous
periodicals, maps, manuscripts, etc.,
to be handled. The new Bibliotheque
Nationale (B.N.) in Paris is to be, as
M. Mitterand states, "a great shop
open at all hours," a vast enterprise
with housing for 15 million books
and anticipation of about 100,000
new titles each year.
A few astronomic figures may
seem incredible: it is stated that
Britain published 51,000 new titles
in 1989; France 30,000; and West
Germany 63,724. In construction
plans, the B.N. will have some 15
miles of periodicals in four storage
towers 300 feet high. The new British
Library's 160 miles of planned shelving will necessitate the book fetchers
driving around in golf buggies. Our
own Library of Congress, with a
staff of almost 500, has an annual
budget of more than $250 million. In
addition, it is building a de-acidfying
plant - designed to treat a million
deteriorating books a year- with an
estimated 25-year additional backlog.
Even the Lenin Library in Moscow,
reputed to be the world's largest, has
similar troubles plus problems with
the metro system burrowing into
their stacks. The Pushkin House in
Leningrad has had water mains
burst in its building some 40 times in
the last few years. Obviously, the
magnitude of size and upkeep are
indeed daunting.
Elements of knowledge are of little
use if they cannot be located. With

the exponential growth of intellectual
content and volume all would be lost
in hopeless fragmentation were it
not for one of its cognitive offspring,
the computer. The computer started
as an aid in cataloging and such; now
the tail wags the dog with incredible
and necessary communication networks in place. Witness that the
New York Library closed the card
catalogs back in 1979 and put all the
data on computer.
An electronic wag from A. T.&T.
has promised that with broad band
fiber optic transmission he should be
able to access the complete Library
of Congress in less than four minutes.
The use of card files to accomplish
such a purpose would take decades
of scratching around.
On the other side of the world the
Chinese University of Hong Kong,
since 1983, has been feeding into a
computer relevant data on 6,000
Chinese herbal medicines. These are
translated into English code words
and cross referenced with existing
data bases of the West. This is just
one example of knowledge becoming
globally dispersed.
In the Poynter Library we have an
interlocking network with the State
University System and all the
branches of USF. Though tiny by
comparison to the great informational
networks now available around the
world, at least we are trying hard to
keep up and to interlock further over
the years.
It is significant that our own Director, Sam Fustukjian, is presently
immersed in a Federally related
project of a sophisticated broad network. Upon his return it should not
be a surprise that he may reiterate
the desirable course of development
for our library and its users here and
throughout the state. Certainly the
minimum goal for the near future
would be more space to get our books
out of the warehouse, space for the
unending deluge of new publications
and space and equipment for communication facilities.

EXHIBITS
Downstairs - Display case of
Nigerian bibliography and smaller
face masks.
Upstairs - Nigerian and West
African art and carvings from the
USF collection.

ACTING
LIBRARY
DIRECTOR
The entire library staff wishes to
thank SAPL for the generous gift of
equipment and
furniture. The index table and
locked bookcase
have not yet arrived, but the computer workstation
was delivered
promptly and has
Jacki!! Shewmaker been in use every
Artiu!l Dmr'"'"
day. The new IBM
is much faster than the older one
housed in the Reference areas. Because the new IBM is kept in an
office, staff members can work without constant interruption and tasks
are completed in less time.
The computer functions as a micro
processor for technical tasks such as
word proces.<;ing for creating reports,
correspondence and bibliographies.
It is also used for producing monthly
and annual statistics spreadsheet.<>.
In addition, the computer functions
as a compact disc reader. The acquisitions people can search Books in
Print, find the needed items, and
print order slips. Interlibrary loan
people use periodical indexes on
compact discs to verify citations, and
Reference people use the same indexes for literature searching and
creating bibliographies.

COLLECTION
DEVELOPMENT
LIBRARIAN
The LUIS message "In Process"
can be a source of frustration to
library patrons
expecting to find
a particular book
waiting for them.
Although themessage has been interpreted to mean
"just sitting on a
shelf somewhere
I<athy At-srnault
in Thmpa,"the proCo/lui inn.< Drpt. W11w·. cessingof a library
book is actually a complex operation.
In fact, our acquisitions department

estimates that processing costs per
volume now exceed the average cost
of a hardbound book.
This chain of events begins in St.
Petersburg where the decision to
purchase a book is made. An order is
generated and sent to the Tampa
campus library where the acquisition
staff actually places the order, usually
with a vendor who specializes in
library sales. After a few weeks, the
book arrives, it is stamped and
security stripped, and its invoice is
verified and sent for payment.
The book is then sent to the cataloging department, which has the
responsibility for organizing the
library's collections so that materials
are logically and efficiently arranged.
Fortunately, most English lang-uage
books have been cataloged previously
by the Library of Congress or the
British Library (you may have
noticed the "Cataloging in Publication" data on the backs of many title
pages), so the Tampa staff is able to
"piggy back" on their records. Usually, it is a routine matter to add our
copy information to the LUIS system .
In about 3 percent of cases, however,
a book will require professional inhouse cataloging. After noting the
book's authorship and physical description in a carefully specified format,
the librarian will determine the
appropriate Library of Congress subject headings and call number.
After cataloging, the book is sent
to physical processing where it is
marked with its call number, barcoded, and given date due slips.
Finally, it is packed and sent to St.
Petersburg, where it will be reviewed
by the reference librarians and -at
last - sent to the shelves ready for
your use. From selection to shelving,
at least 13 different people have been
involved in making sure each book is
ready for circulation or reference.
Poynter Library staff has always
depended heavily on the expertise
and good will of our colleagues in
Tampa. The next time you are
frustrated by an "In Process" message, remember their efforts with
appreciation - then ask a reference
librarian for "rush processing."

LIBRARY HOURS
Monday - Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8a.m.-10p.m.
8a.m.-5p.m.
9a.m.-5p.m.
lp.m.-5p.m.
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Care of Books
Books, manuscripts and letters are
some of the most treasured possessions of families, to be handed down
to our children and grandchildren.
Today, however, books have enemies
more omnipresent than ever before
in history.
Probably the greatest threats to
book preservation are societal or
personal habits. For example, if one
insists on reading at the swimming
pool, take along a paperback. Books
just don't like sun, which may
produce an early demise for bindings
and paper. Inside fluorescent lights
may have similar action. Changes
in temperature and humidity are
disliked, probably a glazed bookcase
is better for books of value since the
speed of these physical changes is
reduced. Books, like people, prefer
air conditioning to heat. Since heat
tends to rise to the ceiling, it is
better to keep the books at a lower
level in the library. Sometimes the
colorful dust jackets may contain
acid. A transparent acid-free wrapper which one can make may be
safer. In the bookcase it is wise not
to put a strain on the binding by
leaning the book. Dust has a cumulative effect. It is a lot easier to keep
your books clean than it is to deal
with the long-term damage from
dust and grime.
But the worst villain is acidity. In
the 19th century there was such an
overwhelming demand for books that
mass production resulted in new techniques for treating wood pulp and
replaced the old rag papers which
were durable and relatively non-acid.
Not only did this type of pulp processing have its own self-destructive
acidic time bomb but then along
came significant air pollution with
its sulphur dioxide that combines in
the paper to produce sulfuric acid.
The end result was a dry, crumbling
destruction of the paper such as we
see in old newsprint. Today the finer
books have at least a minor rag
content but practically all respectable
publishers use a paper chemically
treated with a neutralizing agent to
neutralize potential acid formation.
Only books of quite doubtful quality
have paper made from untreated
pulp.
Book rehabilitation is pretty complicated for most of us to attempt
but experts are available. As in
many situations prevention may be
4

The Fourth Bayboro Fiction Contest
There is a poignancy in the stories
that we read for the fiction contest.
They reveal the
concerns and feelings of the college
student of 1989.
There is strong
sense of the pain
of loss, of being
lost, of being alone
in the world. The
students write
Niela M. Eliason
about abortion,
AIDS. the Vietnam war, homelessness and even madness.
There are fables of unicorns and
fair maidens with flowing tresses,
and there are stories of children
afraid in the night, of spelling bees
and of family responsibility.
The stories are a mosaic of our
society today, but they also are the
stories that always have been written
of the human condition. These stories
tell us how young people see their
world and it is at once frightening
and reassuring.
Peter Meinke, the final judge for

the Fourth Bayboro F iction Contest,
awarded first prize of $250 to Karen
Busto for "Destiny." Second prize,
$100, went to Kristi Coulterfor"Girlfriends," and third, $100, to Jerry
W. Thompson for "In the Garden."
Two stories won honorable mention: "Lunch Hour" by Susan Wolf
Johnson and "Zootier" by Dan
Catalano.
Johnson and Busto are on the
Tampa campus and the other winners are in Sarasota. 21 of the 48
entrants are enrolled in the English
department in literature, teaching,
or creative writing. The remainder
come from 14 disciplines ranging
from elementary education to criminology, from engineering to
French. Twenty-two entries came
from Sarasota, 16 from Tampa, 10
from St. Petersburg and none from
the Fort Myers or Lakeland
campuses.
Next year, Rita Gould will be
contest chairman and I'll be helper.
The contest has grown into an ambitious project and a labor of love.
Karen Busto
8414 Jones Ave. # 2
Tampa, FL 33604
December 1, 1989

Niela Eliason
Society for Advancement
of Poynter Library
University of South Florida
Dear Ms. Eliason:
I am writing to thank everyone
involved with the Fourth Bayboro
Fiction Contest. When the news that
"Destiny'' had won first prize arrived,
I was expecting, as I have trained
myself to expect, rejection of some
sort, something beginning, "We are
sorry ... ".The news substantiated all
the underlying faith that I have in
my work, everything that keeps me
writing, for the most part, unacknowledged.

the best treatment. The family
should be admonished not to eat
crackers in bed while reading, avoid
crumbs in books as well as salt and
pepper. Don't dog ear the pages,
don't leave it open on its face and
don't mark it up with a yellow-

I am honored that "Destiny" won
this award. The Bayboro Fiction
Contest has become for me an
important achievement - one that
has strengthened my conviction as a
writer, in my work and in myself.
The $250 check is also very much
appreciated. I realize that recognition
does not come often or easily, and I
value highly this acknowledgment of
"Destiny".
Thank you!
Karen Busto

marker pen unless you are sure you
will be the only and solitary reader.
But books are a pleasure and if one
spills breakfast cereal on its pristine
pages then one has an excuse to buy
another.
J.INCUNABUWM

The Fourth Annual Fiction Contest
First Prize

DESTINY
By Karen Busto
Marianne is named after a Frankie
Valle song. I named her myself. Her
father doesn't know we are alive. He
is probably still driving his pearl
white Chevelle down some turnpike
every night, plugging in eight-track
tapes of the Rasberries, who sing out
the open car windows, "Please go all
the way," to teenage girls at
McDonald's.
I vow that I will not let Marianne
be fooled. I set an example, I am
chaste, uninvolved, but sometimes I
find myself imagining Marianne
years from now, at fifteen; brown
hair streaming under violet street
lights, a silver charm bracelet jingling on her wrist, staring maybe,
up at someone's face or the moon,
and I ache with jealously, with a
mysterious excitement that has
nothing to do with my life in the
past. I fool myself. I already know
that Marianne is the only thing I can
Jove and not pay for, ultimately,
eventually, with my soul.
We have lived in Florida for two
years, one with James Copper, the
make-up instructor I met at a
modeling school in Massachusetts,
and one on our own. I am still not
used to this damp heat, this thick
air. Marianne doesn't care that her
clothes stick to her skin. I take her
with me, job hunting, in my old
Chevy Impala that has no airconditioning. This afternoon, on the
way home, the Impala dies in the
middle of an intersection. Marianne
cries, "Go Mommy go," scatters her
crayons and coloring books as she
climbs from the back seat to the
front. She tugs on my arm. Other
cars screech and swerve to avoid
hitting us, and finally three men in
white clothes come from nowhere
and push the car into a Sears parking
lot. It is a hot day and their white
shirts are wet. Marianne kisses the
top of my arm and we watch the
men disappear down the sidewalk,

wiping their foreheads with the backs
of their hands. We do not get out of
the car at first. I think about the
photographer I'd just seen, who'd
examined my proof sheets with a
magnifying glass and said, "There's
something about the mouth" as if it
weren't my mouth in the picture, as
if I weren't sitting there on the low
couch in front of him. with my knees
jutting, pointed and thin, out from
under a tight black skirt. I look at
my mouth in the rearview mirror.
Marianne whispers something in my
ear, points to a display of bright
metal swing sets assembled on the
concrete in front of Sears.
We walk home. Heat rises off car
bumpers and the glare of sidewalks.
Cars fly past and blow the heat up
my skirt. I am not living, I think.
The living thing inside of me has left
and I am a shell of a person walking
down a street, holding a little girl
whose legs dangle to the knobs of my
knees, who takes my face in her two
small hands and says, "Ask me 'Who
do you love'!'". Her hair sticks to the
side of her face. I push her head
down on my shoulder and keep walking, past the tire place where the
men stop working and whistle at me
and I want to scream, These legs
hurt, and there is something about
this mouth. but I don't. I am a shell
of a person walking. The bones of the
child press into my arms. She is
warm and real, unbearably small,
achingly beautiful.
We reach our house. It is hidden in
the shade of the neighbor's trees,
miniature, with reddish brown paint
peeling off all four walls. The sky
hangs over our heads. dismal, gray
and weighted with rain. Inside it
smells of old wood and mold. Milk
congeals in a bowl oul<;ide the back
door. I do not remember who the
milk was for. Marianne brings it in
and dumps it in the sink. She is very
quiet. She stares out the door at the
bare back yard, the one lean tree
and the railroad track.
"What?" I ask.
"It would fit right there," she says.
I want to tell her that those swing
sets are cheap, that they have to be
cemented into the ground or they

come up and tip, that the metal
bends and the screws fall out.
"I used to have one of those," I say
instead.
"With two swings?" she asks. ''With
two swings and a slide?" She looks
up quickly. "Tell me."
I tell her about the swing set in
Massachusetts, that I got one year
for Christmas, all set up in the garage
on the gray cement, just like at Sears.
"When are we going there?" she
wants to know. We are always halfpacked, ready to go somewhere. The
living room is lined with cardboard
boxes. We dig things out as we need
them: clothes. hairbrushes, electric
rollers.
"We've already been there,'' I say.
We hear a loud noise on the roof and
I look up, then out the door. The rain
blurs everything. Weeds and leaves
are bright green smears. Behind me.
on the television, game show contestants scream and Marianne curls
into a ball on the couch with one
finger in her mouth.
For the first two years of Marianne's life we lived with my mother
in the house I grew up in. She is a
divorced woman possessed with a
lingering sadness that makes her
mouth Jroop. The sadness hangs
about her body, smelling of Chane!
No.5. In the late afternoons, sitting
at the white iron table in the damp
shade of the back yard, she dranl·
double old fashioned's in a large
tumbler with a red P.G.A. insignia
on it. I always thought this glass
belonged to my father, a man I created who played golf and wore
sweaters that smelled of tobacco. Now
I think it could just have been some
other woman's husband's, left on the
counter one day. The neighbors
always strolled across our lawn with
drinks in their hands. I would hear
them below my window while I
changed Marianne; low voices laughing, and ice cubes banging against
the side of a heavy glass.
The rain doesn't last long. Once it
has stopped Marianne and I sit outside in a dripping lawn chair we
find stacked, with others like it,
against the house. The woven plastic
slats ar.:: worn through and lizards
5

DESTINY (continued/rom page 5)
slide out from under the arm rest.
We watch the railroad track steam.
Our neighbor's trees are dense and
shiny with rain. I remember my
mother's giant green umbrella, and
the tile floor in the hallway of the
house that was like ice under my
bare feet, even in summer.
My mother loved Marianne. When
she kissed her goodnight she would
clutch the crib rail and sway down
until her mouth was right by Marianne's tiny ear. Her lipstick brushed
Marianne's face and she would
whisper to her, calling her my name
by mistake. "I love you, Roxanna"
she would say. It is the only time I
have ever heard her say this. I am
uneasy now, thinking about it. I try
to concentrate on the noise of insects
in the trees. Marianne tells me they
are spiders, weaving webs with
machines. I laugh at her and she
pinches me on the arm and grits her
teeth. It's all right for her to hate me,
I think. I am prepared for it. I have
secured a soft wall around me, waiting. It is normal, I say. All daughters
hate their mothers.
I tell this to Janine, my friend
from across the street. She stands in
front of me, shaking her head with
her hands on her hips. Her pole-like
legs do not fill her jeans.
"Who says?" she wants to know.
She has joined us in the back yard.
Marianne eats a popsicle and red
juice drips down one arm.
"James Copper," I say.
"Oh," Janine smiles and rolls her
eyes. "The make-up guy. Why would
you believe him?"
"Why not?" I ask.
Janine looks at me as if she knows
something and doesn't want to tell
me. "You mean you would believe a
guy that fed you all that crap about
being a model , that carted you all
the way to Florida and left you and a
two year old alone for months at a
time in a furnished apartment?" Her
face is flushed and she waves her
hands in the air. "Think about that!"
she shouts. Marianne stares at me
with a red mouth. I think about
being in the Chevy Impala that my
mother bought me after Marianne
was born, Marianne asleep in the
back seat with her legs buried under
a pile of my dresses, me crying and
James Copper smooth ing my hair
and telling me things that I had to
believe then; having already driven
6

six hours on the interstate, with my
mother's forties swing records stacked
on the floor, and a ll my shoes, twenty
pairs in bright colored boxes, wedged
in the trunk. Janine would not understand any of it. I look at her soft,
puffy face and furious eyes. I could
never tell her about pulling off at
Stuckey's while Marianne slept, how
he drove around back and pushed
my head down into his lap, stroked
my hair and my neck and my back.
How I imagined the waitresses in
their brown uniforms leaving work .
squeaking past the car in their white
rubber-soled shoes, wondering, What
is that man doing? Alone in that car
with his head thrown back? Is he
dead? Maybe peering through the
car window with their faces pushed
against the glass.
Janine glares at me as if she wants
to punish me, then her eyes soften.
She tries to turn away before I can
see that she loves me. It is getting
dark and she squints at the empty
dirt drive, moves a few steps back so
she can see the street.
"Where is your god damn car?" she
yells.
"At Sears," I sa.y. I don't even look
up at her. Marianne squirms on my
lap. I imagine sitting in this spot and
becoming part of the outdoors, with
vines in my hair, and weeds sprouting
from my toes. I am comfortable here.
"Even you, Roxanna, have a right
to be happy," Janine says quietly.
"I am happy," I say. I close my
eyes and listen for the rustling of
stems winding around my ankles.
Marianne's legs leave wet marks on
my thighs. We wear identical pony
tails. I kiss her neck and it is salty,
soft. I want to cry but I will hold it
in, wait, until it burns in my chest, a
sweet pain.
"Florida is a beautiful place," I tell
Marianne. "We can be anything we
want."
"I want to be a model," she says.
She puts on lipstick expertly, without
a mirror.
We go to the beach and the sand
scalds the bottom of our feet. I buy
Marianne polka-dotted sunglasses
and a pair of rubber thongs, but I
cannot bear to look at her squatting
on the bright towel, holding her knees,
her tiny bones poking against the
white skin of her back.
"Some things," she tells me, "aren't
very fun , even if they're supposed to

be."
I find a job through a modeling
agency. I work at night, and Janine
walks across the street and watches
Marianne. Her husband doesn't mind.
She makes him dinner and leaves
him with it in front of the TV.
"Like an animal," she tells me,
"Only I put it on Corelie instead of in
a metal bowl."
My mother calls and screams at
me over the phone. "I want my
records back, do you hear me!"
"I don't have those anymore," I
say. Marianne swishes around the
room in one of my full slips to "Love
Me or Leave Me". Cicada's whine
through the screen door. Wind moves
cream curtains out and back. Their
material is the texture of burlap.
"You had no right to do that," my
mother says. She is hysterical, so I
hang up on her. Tomorrow she will
call and ask for Marianne, angry
with me without knowing why.
I leave Janine and Marianne and
drive to my job at a popular night
club. I dance there, in a square cage
made of metal bars enameled black,
with a plexiglass floor. I wear
costumes that match the theme of
the night, Biker Bash, Wild West
Night, Pajama Party. If someone is
sick the manager will ask me to
waitress. I make money, either way,
but I would rather be behind the
bars where no one can touch me.
People my own age come to the club,
right out of High School with fake
ID's, college kids, mostly single people
with no children. I have gotten to
know them. I watch them fall in love
with each other. I see who two-times,
who lies, and I know which ones to
trust. They act out their lives in the
club and I dance and watch and live
with them. Older men throw money
onto the square floor of the cage and
I fold the bills into tiny squares and
tuck them in the toes of my patent
leather pumps.
This job is only temporary. I do
not have any other plans, but I
know, soon, things will change. I feel
it, driving home at two AM with the
car windows down, in the way the
air moves the hair on my arms. I
stop at a convenience store to buy
cigarettes for Janine. A man in a
green army coat sits on a duffel bag
under the pay phone. He glances at
me and I am startled by his eyes, the
silence of his face that is like the face

of a statue. When I come back out, a
police car is parked next to mine
and the cop is telling the man to
leave, waving his stick in the air
while he talks. I open my car door
and the man stands up and looks at
me again. I motion toward him with
my hand.
"Let's go," I say. I feel bold and
strange. He gets in the car and we
drive away, leaving the cop openmouthed, angry. His name is Jeffrey. He smells of the outside, of
fresh open air.
"I'm nomadic," he tells me, laughing quietly.
We reach my house and I go inside
alone, give Janine her cigarettes
and watch her walk home. I sneak
Jeffrey in. He is a stealthy man who
wears soft shoes. I show him Marianne, sleeping in the bedroom. Her
body is nearly invisible under the
patterned sheet, a small raised spot,
a fold that I could flatten with my
hand. Jeffrey and I sleep without
clothes on the prickly material of the
second-hand couch. Before morning
he disappears and I creep back into
the bed I share with Marianne. She
clutches the sheet, and under her
fingernails are small crescents of
dirt. I brush her thin hair from her
face. My hand shakes.
In the morning a train goes by. It
rattles in the house. Open windows
bang shut by themselves. I sit on the
edge of the bed, a wakened by the
noise. I have been dreaming about
Marianne's father, a boy I barely
know except for his mouth and the
dull weight of his hips. In the dream
I see the Chevelle parked in our
yard, the white paint shimmering
pink and blue in the sun. A ripe
orange falls from a neighbor's tree,
plunk, onto the hood and rolls to the
street. He stands inside the door and
I know what is expected of me,
without words. I do not undress, but
I am back on the tiled floor again,
the blue-gray slate, the dim hall
light. My mother's green umbrella
leans beside the door, my shoulder
blades push against the ice cold
floor. Somewhere up the carpeted
steps my mother sleeps, dream less. I
crouch on the edge of the bed, far
from Marianne, my knees pulled up
close to my chest. The train and the
dream are the same, and I try to
hold my breath until it passes, but
the rumbling and clattering doesn't

stop and I give up and breathe in the
dust and grease sifting under the
door. I taste it in my mouth, sharp,
unwanted; this memory of a boy in a
white car, and myself, lifeless, silent,
pressed to a gray slate floor. The
train moans in the distance, the iron
bulk of it gone past our house, the
dust settling at the foot of the bed.
And I am ful I of gui It and shame for
the thing, though I do not remember
ever wanting to do it, and I do not
remember ever saying I would. I am
sick to my stomach in a brown
plastic wastebasket. I watch Marianne but she does not wake up. She
turns and sighs. and sleeps on.
That afternoon Jeffrey shows up
at the front door. He wears the long
green army coat with the brass
buttons. He has a blond beard that
must have grown overnight. He looks
younger in the daylight. Marianne
hides in the bedroom for two hours,
until Jeffrey makes her a wand out
of the TV aerial and some aluminum
foil.
"It's magical," he says. She watches
him through the crack in the door.
"C'mon Marianne."
She tiptoes a,cross the linoleum
floor and slips between my knees. "I
still don't like you," she tells him as
she grabs the wand. On her fingers
she wears rings with colored plastic
stones attached to tarnished metal
bands.
"Do you have bells on your toes?"
Jeffrey asks.
Marianne shows him her bare
feet. There are rings on each of her
big toes. She wiggles them at him
and smiles.
"How do you like that?" she says.
"I like that a lot," he says. "You
have pretty feet." Marianne shows
him her My Little Ponies and takes
him outside to look at the yard. They
walk up the white gravel bed, step
onto the railroad track and wave at
me where I lean in the frame of the
back door with my arms wrapped
around my waist. Marianne moves
her shoulders up and down and
claps her hands. She does a little
dance on the track. The phone rings
but I do not answer it. I am immovable in the doorway, watching
them smiling at me, watching
Jeffrey take Marianne's hand and
help her down the graveled slant.
Then they move toward me, fast,
running, like people in a home movie.

For dinner we eat tacos from the
fast food place down the street. I tell
Marianne "Time for bed," but she
shrieks, pulls away from me and
leaps onto Jeffrey's lap.
"We're going to wait for the train
tonight Roxanna," she says. She picks
up a crayon and places it, held
between two fingers, to her mouth
like a cigarette, and exhales.
Jeffrey looks at me and I try to
avoid his eyes that are sad and soft,
like a saint's. We go outside and
unfold two lounge chairs with woven
slats. It is almost dark, eerie and
cool.
"This is like spring in Massachusetts," I say.
"This is magic weather," Marianne
whisper:;, clutching the wand. We
adjust the chairs until they Jean
almost all the way back and push
them close together so there is no
gap. Marianne fits beside me, under
my arm. Jeffrey drapes his big green
coat over us all. Underneath it he
holds my hand.
"What are we waiting for?" I ask.
"The magic circus train," Marianne says. She turns toward Jeffrey
and he smiles.
I do not want her liking this man.
climbing up onto his lap, believing
in him, but I've grown tired of
holding back. The bare yard dissolves
in the dark. Overhead the stars are
blinding. over-bright. My toe peeks
out from under the heavy coat, alive,
covered with skin instead of moss.
While we wait for the train, I
imagine a man tied to the tracks. I
make out the shape of him, lying
prone on top of the glowing white
gravel. But the face of the man
changes. It is Marianne's father, it is
James Copper. it is Jeffrey, too, with
his pale blue eyes, pleading, with his
only possessions crammed in a duffel
bag by the door. He v.:ill mark me in
some way, like the rest, leave the
imprints of his arms and fingertips
like tattoos under my clothes. I do
notcare. Marianne's breathing moves
her against me, slow gentle breaths
that spill out mist into the green
night. She will learn, too, the cycle of
things, the irresistable wheel that
draws us into its spokes. Even now,
as we sit in lawn chairs, the three of
us together, under the dark wide
sky and the over-bright stars, our
lives happen, all around, just then,
•
forever.
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Second Prize

GIRLFRIENDS
By Kristi Coulter
A place to start: my girlfriends
don't do blue eye shadow, gonorrhea,
or plastic flowers. This in itself is
neither relevant nor endearing, but
you can't see all the stars in the sky.
I've learned to make do with facts.
Heather's favorite color is black. On
July twelfth Andie turned eighteen. I
turn these things over in my mind
when I'm driving late at night on the
highway, tense, far from home. What
I want to say is you live on what
you've got.
My girlfriends believe in sex, vodka,
and little black dresses, baking
cookies, locking car doors. When we
drive past roadside flower stands
they say Wouldn't it be nice to stop?
but there are places to be, people
waiting. There are always people
waiting.

ttt

Heather durn ps the coffee grounds
in the disposal. "Do you think it'll be
worse than having wisdom teeth
pulled?"
"I stiii have my wisdom teeth," I
tell her.
"Then imagine."
"It's apples and oranges," I say.
"Look. You don't really have a choice."
I sound like my mother. I want to tell
Heather we'll get a Slurpee afterwards. Cherry Slurpees got me
through four years of braces, they
can get her through a twenty-minute
abortion.
She sighs. "It'll have to be before
my parents get back." She lights two
cigarettes and gives me one. It feels
good to smoke in the early blinding
evening. We don't talk for a while.
Car doors slam.
Later Heather walks me to my car.
I picture her inside, alone, eating a
half-thawed burrito. Across the street
some kids are playing Freeze Tag,
bickering over who's It. What's the
point?. I want to say. The nicest one
will always give in. I know, or I used
to. Instead I turn to Heather. "Do you
have enough money?"
She nods. "I get paid tomorrow."
Pause. "See, it's either Tim or Jesse,"
8

she says. "I don't want to make the
wrong one pay." When I leave she's
still standing in the driveway holding
a cordless phone.

ttt

I met Heather in sixth grade. We
were lab partners. We had on identical
flowered skirts and my fa ther knew
her father. That was a ll it took to
become best friends. A few things
have stuck: playing orphans in the
middle-school Annie. The operetta
we wrote about the high-school janitors. Saturdays we snuck paper cups
of white wine and said maybe we
wouldn't be virgin brides, maybe
we'd never get married at all. I don't
remember much more; there are
other things to think about now.
What I mean is she still lies to me
about being in love and I still pretend
to believe her.

ttt

It's something to drive in South
Florida and see someone you know.
I'm stopped at Glades and Power line.
I glance to my left and Phil is there in
his Toyota and tie-dyes and my heart
jumps harder than it should. He's
fooling with the radio. I look straight
ahead so we won't make eye contact,
but when the arrow is green he yells
"Call me" and turns left. I go home
and watch Mary Tyle1· Moore and eat
tuna. I'm alone, parents at some barbecue place pretending to be bluecollar. They stay out of my way. It's
silly. I'm not a bulldozer. I just date
them.

ttt

In April I went to the Bahamas
with Phil because his parents have a
house there and it's quieter than Fort
Lauderdale. We were tired just then
of everything being so loud. The
house was big and open, but we slept
in the cabin down the hill on the
mangrove bay. Mornings I woke up
breathing and we drank instant coffee
on the porch as the boats in the
harbol' started to move. Then we
went up to the house and made
French toast. We didn't eat PopTarts in the Bahamas. We had warm
bakery bread and bananas a Haitian
man sold door-to-door. I sat inside a
lot doing crossword puzzles. Phil
thought he'd be macho and fish but
he never caught much of anything.
At sunset I sat on the roof deck. The

houses were turning pink and I
watched, amazed at how far I was
from anything. Phil always showed
up about then. We drank wine and
talked about how smart we were to
have broken up, remembered the
times we drove up and down AlA
fighting until we were down to an
eighth of a tank of gas and could fight
instead over who'd pay for more.
When the wine was gone we went
down to the beach, and later we came
home and made love. We made love
every night except the night Phil got
sick on conch fritters and kept throwing up. That night I watched him
sleep, his runner's thighs, nervous
shoulders. After the Bahamas he still
sat behind me in English, still kicked
my chair every time someone said the
word "existential,"butthen we graduated and I didn't really see him for a
·
longtime.

ttt

It's getting dark. I throw on something short and black. lipstick,
powder, get in my car and drive
down Federal Highway to Kentucky
Fried Chicken. I've never been here
before. I like the swivel chairs and
the maze on the back of my placemat.
There's a pay phone outside. I make
some calls but no one's home and
those guys pissing in the corner of the
parking lot keep looking at me. I
light a cigarette in case I need a
weapon. Get back in my car, back on
Federal. I pass Publix, Toy King,
wish I had a tape deck so I wouldn't
be alone, get on 28th Street, know
where I'm going and wish I didn't.

ttt

Phil is smoking a pipe. A tape of
his band still plays in his room even
though we're sitting on the hood of
my car and the band broke up in
May. He asked me to come in but I
thought of the window over his bed,
the incense from Santa Fe, and said
no. We sit for a while. Finally I pick
something to say.
"I was in 7-Eleven last night and
this little Haitian guy who works
there -maybe he was Jamaican, I
don't know- he said I should go home
and pray for my mother and thank
her because I'm so beautiful." Phil
smiles a little. I'm starting to feel
stupid.

"What were you wearing?" he asks
suddenly.
"My green dress." Phil closed his
eyes. "Why?"
"There was a night," he says. "In
September, I think. Before I really
knew you. I was at the beach pavilion,
drunk, with Glenn and Max and all
of a sudden you were there with some
god damn handsome guy with hair to
his chin. You didn't see me, but-"
"I did. I ignored you."
"Oh. Okay. Well, you had on that
dress. And I thought, she's been
someplace." He laughs. "I don't know
what I'm saying now. But did you
ever see someone and just know you
were, like, stuck with them? It was,
like, shit, I'm going to have to think of
things to say to her. Borrowing pencils
isn'tgoingtodoit."Hepauses. "And I
knew you were ignoring me."
What was I thinking that night at
the pavilion? I was trying to remember if I'd taken my pill. Epiphanies
happen before my eyes and I'm thinking about birth control. "Phil," I say
in a rush as I'm remembering,
"Heather's pregnant. She's having an
abortion."
"Jesus," Phil says. He's quiet for a
minute. "When?"
"Sometime next week probably.
While her parents are gone. Do you
think," I continue, "you could stay
with her for a while afterwards? I
mean, I will, of course, but I can't be
there all the time and she really
shouldn't be alone the first day."
"Well -can't you get Andie to do
it?" he asks.
"You don't want to."
"It's not that. It's just that it's more
of a girls' thing. I really wouldn't
know what to do." I don'tsay anything.
"You think I'm a jerk," Phil says.
"No."
"You do."
"Phil, I don't think you're a jerk." I
don't. "You're not a jerk." I fish my
keys from my purse. "111 call you,
okay?" I'm talking fast, shaking.
Phil touches me on the wrist. "Why
did you come here?"
"Just because I know you." He
doesn't understand. "I don't know
many people and you were home."
Driving away I hum the last song I
heard through his open window, the
song about me. Fact: I am a girl who
has had asongwrittenabouther. Not
that I like it. But it's a song.

driver. I think about Heather, on the
phone earlier this week. "I met him,"
she said. "This is the guy I've been
waiting for." She meets him every
few weeks, a skinhead or punk, a
Taco Viva counter boy, fucks him on
the beach a few times, changes her
hair, picks their song, buys him a
gram and a teddy bear. Then she
meets his best friend. a Taco Viva fry
cook. I don't know, maybe these guys
are spicier, maybe it's in the sauce.
She talked for an hour. You live on
what you've got.
On the way to Heather's I stop and
buy a bunch of roses from a roadside
flower stand just closing for the night.
The owner grins. "For your boyfriend?" I have to laugh.
"No. Oh, no.''

ttt

It all comes down to facts. Fact: I
arrive at Heather's at 9:53 by my car
clock, four hours after I left. Fact:
Heather opens the door, whispers
"Does this dress make me look pregnant?," catches her breath when I
hand her the flowers. Elvis Costello is
on the stero, singing aboutdreamboats
who turn out to be footnotes. I go into
the kitchen, think about making peppermint tea, pour some vodka instead.
Heather sits at the table. Jesse just
left, she says. She looks happy and
nervous. Things are solidifying.
Vodka, Costello, flowers, abortions,
Slurpees, islands. I think how good it

would feel right now to sleep naked
on top of the covers in my own bed.
Fact: I am a girl sitting in a kitchen
talking to a girlfriend. I am a girl
sitting in a kitchen. I am a girl. I am.
•
That's all I want to know.
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I drive along the beach and get all
the way to Deerfield before I realize
what I'm doing. Sometimes I'm justa

aDad, can you read?"
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The Second Event
Brilliant photographs of spectacularly beautiful. dangerous, and exotic
fish flashed before
the rapt audience
on two giant
screens on February 6, as Dr. John
Randall, renowned
photographer and
ichthyologist
guided guests on a
vivid tour of underAnn Sackett
sea life.
Dr. Randall, a pioneer researcher
of tropical marine fishes, IS one of the
world's foremost photographers of
marine life. He is senior ichthyologist
at the Bernice P. Bishop Museum in
Honolulu. Hawaii.

---Antigonia Steindachneri, about natural sizt>.

Zane Ius Canescl'ns (Linnaeus). natural size.

Florida Antiquarian Book Fair
Friday, March 2
Saturday, March 3
Sunday, March 4

6- 10 P.M.

11-6 P.M.
Noon- 5 P.M.

ST. PETERSBURG HILTON HOTEL
65 National and International Vendors
Offering Rare Books, Autographs, Manuscripts, Old Maps
Floridiana, Photographs and Much More.
Current members of SAPL are admitted free. Other admissions benefit SAPL,
with SAPL volunteers working throughout the Fair. Th is is really an unusual
event, we are fortunate to have it in St. Petersburg. Mark it on your calendar!
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A cocktail and dessert buffet accompanied the program sponsored
by SAPL, the University of South
Florida's Campus Advisory Board,
and the Marine Science Department.
The event was created as an acknowledgement of the Poynter Library's
acquisition of the Jack Briggs collection of 3,500 volumes. The prized
collection includes many rare and
precious books and serves as a
reference to scholars from all over
the world.
The event was SAPL's second event
of the year, and was underwritten in
part by Harry H. Bell and Sons Inc.

Nota
Bene
Even if your friends are quasibibliophiles they will still enjoy
the Book Fair and of course we
would like them to join SAPL,
which they may do at the entrance
desk- at the same time getting
a free t icket.

Eugene Patterson Jrornpage 1

Karen Spear !rampage z

university's administration in Tampa, to persuade the
Board of Regents, to win the Florida Legislature, and to
focus the community of Tampa Bay on the urgency of the
effort to expand the library.
Since I am preach ing here in the choirloft, I will forgo the
sermon about a decent library being the central priority of
a good university. As Fuqua learned, most of the stuff you
need to know is already written down and the library is
where, as Casey Stengel counseled, you can look it up. The
novelist Reynolds Price was recently asked what he looks
for first among the seniors who apply for his advanced
course in writing at Duke. "I tell them all ,"he replied, "that
if they haven't been heavy readers of books before they
apply to me, they don't qualify. It's too late for them to be
writers."
Books do pave the path upward in any line of work.
Among students of literature who found both knowledge
and their life's prime enjoyment in the library's content is
Robert MacNeil, of the MacNeil-Lehrer News Hour on
PBS television. In his memoir Wordstruck (Viking Penguin,
1989), MacNeil tells how the magic of reading led him to
become what Joseph Brodsky calls "a citizen of the great
English language."
You11 probably be taken, as I was, by the Canadian
anchor man's fine ear and grace of phrase. His book is an
unexpected pleasure from the start:
"It is a winter's night in 1936 in Halifax, Nova Scotia. A
small boy is being read to. He is warm from a hot bath,
wearing striped flannel pyjamas and a thick woollen
dressing gown with a tasselled cord. Outside a salty wind
blows snow against the panes ... Foghorns are grumping in
the distance. The coal fire in the basket burns intense and
silent. His mother reads:
"Whenever the moon and stars are set./ Whenever the
wind is highj All night long in the dark and wetj A man
goes riding by./ Late in the night when the fires are out./
Why does he gallop and gallop about?
"Whenever the trees are crying aloud,/ And ships are
tossed at sea,/ By, on the highway, low and loud,/ By at the
gallop goes he./ By at the gallop he goes and then,/ By he
comes at the gallop again."
MacNeil goes on: '"Windy Nights' by Robert Louis
Stevenson still makes my breath come a little quicker, gives
me the scary, yet exciting, feeling that outside in the dark
there are things to be feared -but adventure too."
MacNeil says the example of his father, a wartime ship's
captain in the Canadian Navy, encouraged him to read. "He
treated the bindings of his leatherbound books with oil to
keep them supple. He loved the feel of books, good paper,
well sewn bindings ... He acquired the three volume Oxford
Shakespeare in large type on India paper with gilded
edges. He would take one volume down, make me feel the
tissue-thin paper, and remark how the binding fell flat
open. He made them seem delicious, like something good
enough to eat. .. Their spines grew deeply familiar, like
patterns in a wallpaper . . . Reading was his escape, his
dream space, his wish-fulfillment, the travel of a man who
yearned to travel more, and his higher education. He
provided his own college, as Churchill did, by reading
himself through Western culture ... He did not garden or
golf or play tennis. Reading was his sport. He read and went
for long walks."
The boy called Robin discovered Hamlet at age 17 and

imagination, and the interdisciplinary initiative that singles
out the best liberal arts colleges. At the same time, the
campus draws from the resources, the stability, and the
intellectual quality of a public university. My efforts this
year have been devoted to expressing those values in new
programs and affiliations.
I believe that the strengths of the campus rest with
partnerships. Through partnership with St. Petersburg
Junior College, we can broaden out student base. Through
partnership with Pinellas County schools and other regional
school districts, we can support literacy by affiliating with
the National Writing project to offer teachers the uniquely
powerful professional development that the writing project
represents throughout the country. Through partnerships
among faculty from various colleges on campus, we can
develop some innovative academic programs such as an
interdisciplinary business minor and a renewed honors
program. And through partnerships with the area's
businesses, government, and private citizens, the campus
can help to enrich community life and better the prospects
of students graduating from the campus.
A new library is central to all of these developments.
There are good reasons why, h istorically, libraries have
been placed at the center of college campuses while the rest
of the institution radiates outward from this central hub. The
library is testament to the university's central mission the creation of knowledge. The library is also the primary
instrument that makes this mission possible. With continued
support from the campus, the university, and the community, a new library is in the offing, and it will help the
campus move ahead to develop new academic programs
that are not just credible but distinguished.
I sense a great deal of enthusiasm across the campus for
the opportunities that are opening up. The faculty has
developed a new campus mission statement that has been
received favorab ly by the university administration.
Although dollars for higher education are going to be
tighter than at any time in the recent past, I hope the
campus has achieved a sense of direction and a voice that
will allow us to be tough and undeniable competitors.

plunged into Shakespeare bedazzled. Like Churchill , he
discovered English is a Saxon language best expressed in
explosive monosyllables and not a Latin language, whose
polysyllabic languors ill suit English. And like Toynbee, he
thought he knew the genesis of the difference: "The French.
Latinate words often have more syllables and softer sounds,
consonants less clipped than the Teutonic or Scandinavian
sounds. Our language marries these spirits of the North
and the South; spirits from the realmsofdark,cold winters
and icy seas, where action makes the blood run hot enough
to survive; and those from the South, where nature is
kinder, where vines and fruit may flourish. All of us who
descended from these people carry the opposing strains in
us, and all of us who use English can feel them."
I wander. But E.B. White warned that writing is a
question of "learning to make occasional wing shots,
bringing down the bird of thought as it flashes by."
By at the gallop came Robert MacNeil. And sharing the
discovery of a fine new book is t he point of union among
people who care about librar ies, isn't it.
II
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Society for the Advancement of The Poynter Library
Dues Renewal Notice
Your membership entitles you to
- Free appraisal of rare books or other documents
- Free copies of newsletter
- Notification of campus activities
- Participation in activities sponsored by the Library and
its Society for Advancement of Poynter Library
- On-line bibliographic searching service at reduced cost.

Please indicate the category of membership
for which you wish to apply.
__ USF Students .... $10.00 minimum annual donation
__ Active ........... $20.00 minimum annual donation
__ Family ... .. .... . $35.00 minimum annual donation
__ Full Service ...... $50.00 minimum annual donation
__ Patron. . ....... $100.00 minimum annual donation
__ Corporate . . .. .. . $500.00 minimum annual donation
__ Life ..... . ... .. ........ donation of $1,000 or more

}.lame
Address
City/State/Zip - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Borrowing privileges desired _ _ Yes _ _ No
Please send this form with your donation to Treasurer, Society for Advancement of Poynter Library, University of
SrJ\lth Florida, 140 7th Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701. Checks should be made payable to USF Foundation for
SAI'L.
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